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Disclaimers

• Except for any statutes or regulations cited, the contents of this presentation do 
not have the force and effect of law and are not meant to bind the public in any 
way. This presentation is intended only to provide information regarding existing 
requirements under the law or agency policies.

• The U.S. Government does not endorse products, manufacturers, or outside 
entities. Names/logos appear in this presentation only because they are 
considered essential to the objective of the presentation. They are included for 
informational purposes only and not intended to reflect a preference, approval, 
or endorsement of any one product or entity.

• Unless noted otherwise, FHWA is the source for all images in this presentation.
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23 CFR Part 626

§626.3 Pavement Design Policy
Pavement shall be designed to 
accommodate current and predicted 
traffic needs in a safe, durable, and 
cost-effective manner.

3Source: U.S. Government Printing Office



The crisis on our roadways continues to worsen based on estimated 
roadways fatalities in 2021:

The largest number of projected fatalities since 2005.

Estimates of Motor Vehicle Traffic Fatalities, 2020 vs. 2021

2020 Estimates 2021 Estimates Percent Increase from 
2020 to 2021

38,824 42,915 10.5%

Source: Early Estimate of Motor Vehicle Traffic Fatalities, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 4

Scale of the Road Safety Challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
USDOT released data from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS)’s History. An estimated 42,915 people died in motor vehicle crashes in 2021, up 10.5% over 2020. That’s the largest number of projected fatalities in that time period since 2005.



U.S. Fatalities by Focus Area
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHWA defines a roadway departure (RwD) crash as a crash which occurs after a vehicle crosses an edge line or a center line, or otherwise leaves the traveled way. Another term our partners often use is lane departure, which is synonymous with RwD



Tennessee Safety Priorities
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Tennessee Friction Experience

• Systemic applications of 
HFST is already 
established in TN

• This experience can be 
leveraged toward a 
more comprehensive 
pavement friction 
management program

7



The New Safety Paradigm



A New Direction

The Safe System approach aims to eliminate fatal 
and serious injuries for all road users by:

Accommodating human 
mistakes

Keeping impacts on the human 
body at tolerable levels

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The Safe System approach aims to eliminate fatal and serious injuries for all road users by accommodating human mistakes and keeping impacts on the human body at tolerable levels. This is the fundamental objective of the Safe System approach. What separates the Safe System approach from the traditional approach to safety is the ethical imperative that not even one death is acceptable in our roadway system. The next slide provides a bit of brief background on the Safe System approach.Interactivity: No interactivity for this slide.Background: No background for this slide.Notes: Examples of accommodating human mistakes include roadway design features like rumble strips, which alert a driver when they are unintentionally departing the roadway, or vehicle design features like autonomous emergency braking, which activate to stop the vehicle when the driver may not be able to do so. Examples of keeping impacts on the human body at tolerable levels include measures to control speed, physically separating users travelling at different speeds (e.g. drivers and people riding bikes), and vehicle safety features like seatbelts and airbags.



An “Invisible” PSC

• Originally High Friction Surface 
Treatment (HFST)

• 2021 PSC Update expanded this to be 
the foundation of Pavement Friction 
Management

• Still includes HFST
• Added Continuous Pavement Friction 

Measurement (CPFM)
• Recognizes benefits at additional locations
• Proactive safety approach that dovetails 

with pavement preservation and asset 
management

10



What is Texture? 
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Pavement Cross Section
Source: Center for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (CSTI)/ Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI).

Macrotexture
Microtexture

Aggregate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we try quantify friction characteristics, we try to measure texture.  The texture of interest is micro and macro texture. Micro texture is the roughness of the aggregate surface (think of sandpaper) and macro texture is voids between aggregate on the surface that will allow moisture to be evacuated.  There are no perfect tests to measure texture at highway speed.



Friction Considerations

12

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

• Friction is a function of pavement 
surface macrotexture and microtexture

• Friction demand is that needed to 
safely perform braking, steering, and 
acceleration maneuvers

• Pavement Friction Design Objective:  
• Design for end-of-life friction meeting 

road friction demand
• Different roads have different friction 

demand

https://www.techzim.co.zw/2014/08/economics-technology-introduction/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Surrogate Approach

• Relies on 
crashes 
(reactive)

• 25 crashes over 
past 3 years

• High wet-to-dry 
crash ratio

13

Source: Federal Highway Administration. 



Typical U.S. Field Measurement

Conventional Friction Tester 
used on U.S. roads
• Locked-Wheel Skid Trailer (LWST)
• Runs at 40MPH for a 60-foot test 

(usually with ribbed tire)
• Even when done at network level 

this is sample-based testing

14

Source: Center for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (CSTI)/ Virginia 
Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The locked wheel skid trailer is the standard for US highway applications.  It is a quality field test with good repeatability and reproducibility.  It is a sample based testing system and due to testing methods may be unable to test sections of pavements of interest such as curves and intersections.For state DOT’s that conduct network level friction testing, the LWST is the test procedure.



Continuous Friction Measurement
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Source: Center for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (CSTI)/ 
Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI).

Source: FHWA.

Source: FHWA.

Sideway-force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCRIM system – the reason it is the size it is – project required 2000 gallon water tank to meet daily testing requirements to test 150 miles/tank;  So I am excited to learn of your long term experiences.Implementation is a challenge in the US – change is a challenge – so when engineers saw this vehicle compared with their conventional trucks, they were initially taken a back;FHWA SCRIM has a 2200 gallon tank – over 124-186 miles of testing between water fill ups;  WA DOT skid trailer has 600 gallon tank (I believe larger than others) they generally run 2 tanks of water a day of testing, 1 test per mile,



Sample Data vs. Continuous Data

16
Source: Federal Highway Administration. 

A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure shows the continuous friction test results, depicted by the blue line.  The small yellow boxes, FN40R, indicate a test result from the standard locked-wheel skid trailer (LWST) with a ribbed tire with a test frequency of 1 test per mile.  Test results demonstrate that friction varies throughout this horizontal curve and the standard LWST sample-based testing program does not identify the low friction areas. Source of information is FHWA study conducted by Virginia Tech



Additional Data Collection Ability

SCRIM also collects:
1. Grade
2. Cross-slope
3. Curvature

1 2 3



Complete Picture on Friction
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Source: Federal Highway Administration. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo shows the road geometrics and intersection at the low friction location.



CPFM Resolution

19
Source: Federal Highway Administration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each box represents an average test result over 30 feet using the continuous friction measurement system.  Do not use in formal presentation



NCHRP Report 37
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“Because the intensity of the polishing process increases markedly with tread element slip, all other
factors being equal, the lowest friction levels are found on high-speed roads, curves, and approaches
to intersections; in short, in locations at which high friction values are needed most.”
- National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 37 (1967)



TN CPFM Pilot Demo Examples



TN CPFM Pilot Demo Examples



Matching Supply to Demand 

• Recent HFST/friction 
experience has been mostly 
limited to horizontal curves 
and ramps

• Past evaluations of enhanced 
skid resistance (not HFST) at 
intersections has shown 
significant benefits

• 20% reduction in total crashes
• 42% reduction for rear-end 

crashes
• 70% reduction of wet 

pavement crashes

23



Florida Intersection Case Study

• District 7 (Tampa)
• Used CPFM and crash 

data to conduct 
intersection Road 
Safety Assessment

• Pre-HFST: FN40R = 37
• Post-HFST: FN40R = 79
• Before/After crash 

data analysis pending



UK Friction Management Levels

25Source: United Kingdom CS 228 Skidding Resistance Revision 0, August 2019. Normal Risk Lower RiskLEGEND:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of UK friction program and the varying friction thresholds for different road characteristics – one size does not fit all conditions.This could be built with SPF.  SPF would also be able to quantify expected safety benefit (probable crash reduction) on individual segments of road.Lighter pink squares in chart:   cells indicates a lower IL that may be appropriate in lower risk situations, such as low trafficlevels or where the risks present are mitigated by other means, providing this has been confirmed bythe crash history.



Superior Approach

• Relies on 
crashes 
(reactive)

• 25 crashes over 
past 3 years

• High wet-to-dry 
crash ratio

• Friction loss 
observed via 
CPFM

• Intervention 
programmed 
proactively

26

Source: Federal Highway Administration. 



Conclusion  

• The collection of continuous friction and macrotexture 
data through the adoption of CPFM along with 
systemic pavement friction management (PFM) can 
have a significant impact on crash reductions.

• Measuring friction continuously (macro and micro), 
especially when complemented by road geometry data, 
provides a more effective method for identifying the 
most critical sections and allow focusing the safety 
improvement efforts on the higher risk locations, such 
as intersections and curves.

27
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So why is your SHA using sampled based testing?



For More Information

28https://highways.dot.gov/safety/rwd/keep-vehicles-road/pavement-friction/cpfm

https://highways.dot.gov/safety/rwd/keep-vehicles-road/pavement-friction/cpfm


Safe Systems have Redundancy

The “Swiss Cheese Model” of redundancy 
creates layers of protection

Death and serious injuries only happen 
when all layers fail

Post-crash 
care

Safe roads

Safe 
speeds

Safe 
vehicles

Safe road 
users

Post-crash 
care

Safe roads

Safe 
speeds

Safe 
vehicles

Safe road 
users

Source: FHWA29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The left graphic shows how five Safe System elements work together, such that if one part fails, there are redundant systems in place. The “Swiss Cheese Model” helps demonstrate this redundancy. Layered safety measures are represented as slices of swiss cheese with the holes being weaknesses in individual parts of the system. The holes represent weakness causing failures or latent condition. When the cheese slices act as successive layers of defenses and the holes are not lined up, a person is protected.The right graphic shows that a failure only results when a hole in each slice momentarily aligns, permitting a hazard to pass through holes in all the slices. The basic principle is that lapses and weaknesses in one part of the system can occur, but other parts compensate to not allow a failure. This relates back to the Safe System principles that redundancy is critical and responsibility is shared.We’ve now discussed all six Safe System principles and all five Safe System elements. The next section of the presentation focuses on Safe System case studies. Interactivity: Optional break for questions.Background: The “Swiss Cheese Model” is applicable to numerous risk management fields and was originally espoused by Dante Orlandella and James T. Reason of the University of Manchester. The graphic was adapted for FHWA from their work to explain the redundancy of the five Safe System elements.We showed the previous slide where all the holes are lined up, meaning redundancy isn’t there. This slide shows cheese slices with the holes not lined up and how redundancy works. Notes: A good example of how the five Safe System elements work together to create redundancy is distracted driving. Education campaigns focused on alert driving—avoiding behaviors like texting while driving—help create safe road users. Vehicle safety systems, like lane departure warnings, create safe vehicles that alert distracted drivers to potential hazards. Enforcement can help maintain safe speeds, so that if an incident should occur due to distracted driving, impact forces on the human body remain within tolerable levels. Infrastructure like rumble strips creates safe roads and an additional layer of redundancy to warn distracted drivers about a potential roadway departure. Sometimes, all these measures are not enough to prevent a distracted driving crash from occurring, but efficient, rapid post-crash care can help this mistake not be fatal.



Thank You!

Jeffrey Shaw – FHWA Office of Safety
jeffrey.shaw@dot.gov

mailto:jeffrey.shaw@dot.gov
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